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M

ary Temple paints directly
on walls and floors creating
installations that not only trick
the eye, but also trigger memory by
freezing a fleeting moment of passing
time. Upon encountering a Mary Temple
light installation, it is common for viewers
to stick out a hand in an attempt to block
the light they perceive as falling on the
wall before them. Yet after a few moments
of hand waving, they realize that the
shards and patches of light they see are,
in fact, painted on the wall. This moment
of confusion is what Mary Temple calls

the “not-knowing,” that moment when
memory collides with experience causing
the viewer to question what is real. Temple
has refined her trompe l’oeil painting
technique to convince the eye, mind,
and body that somehow light has been
captured, and so it has, in hundreds of
thousands of tiny brushstrokes.
With her interest in perception, it is not
surprising to learn that before studying
art Mary Temple studied psychology.
When she discovered painting in college,
however, she also discovered artists like

James Turrell and Robert Irwin who along
with other artists working in the mid-1960s
in Southern California manipulated entire
architectural spaces to investigate the most
basic ways we perceive space, light, and
color. Temple’s first light painting came
somewhat out of the blue. “It was an
‘aha’ moment,” she explains. “I had the
idea, I went next door to the paint store,
bought paint and returned home. I had
a houseplant with a lamp behind it, and
I very simply painted the silhouette, but
painted the light, not the shadow. I love
that it is just that simple.”

Northwest Corner, Southeast Light is the
largest work in her Light Installation Series.
Working with a computer, Temple designed
the installation’s composition of different
shapes of light in her Brooklyn studio. She
selected images of trees from her vast slide
archive and dropped them into the pattern
of light she had created. This composition
was broken into small, highly detailed
sections and slides were made. Meanwhile,
the Rice Gallery space was prepared
according to the artist’s precise plan: the
walls were painted with a cool, shadowy
hue and carpenters built Temple’s design for
the floor of unfinished white oak. This floor
is inclined, or tipped toward the front of the
gallery, so that viewers entering the space
can see more of the floor plane. When
Temple arrived at Rice Gallery, she projected

her slides onto the floor and walls using
an analog projector, and she and two
assistants painted the areas where the light
fell to form the shadows or silhouettes of
the leaves and branches. The trees in the
composition are from New York’s Central
Park, while the magnolias on either side
grow around Houston’s Menil Collection.
Temple and her team worked 8 to 10
hours a day for 3 weeks to complete the
painting. It took an additional week to
apply multiple layers of sealant and finish
to the floor surface.
The title of the work, Northwest Corner,
Southeast Light is a reference to how the
artist imagines a large swath of sunlight
might appear in the northwest corner of
Rice Gallery. Even on sunless, overcast days,

visitors to the contemplative space may be
reminded of certain moments and qualities
of light. Temple notes:
People often mention that they feel a sense
of equilibrium in the Light Installations. I
have thought about that a lot and I think
when that happens, it is because the
only other time you notice that type of
light phenomenon is when you are really
relaxed, say, a day off or a moment of
calm. In that case, your brain is in a state of
repose and can register something aesthetic
or beautiful. So later, when you walk into
one of these pieces, your body and your
mind may associate that image with the
feeling of, ‘It’s my day off, I’m calm.’ To be
able to create a couple minutes of that for
someone is important to me.
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